Green Flower Botanicals Vaporizer Pens feature a variable voltage, preheating battery, which is the IDEAL
battery for vaping our thick full-spectrum, cannabinoid and terpene-rich hemp oil. Here’s how it works.
POWER ON: Remove your oil cartridge from the package and screw it into the battery (the part with the button). We
recommend that you plug your battery in and charge it fully before use, but it will likely be charged upon arrival. To turn it
on, quickly press the button 5 times. The led light ring will flash, and your vape is now in ON mode. Pressing the button 5
more times will turn it OFF and put it into safety mode so it can’t be activated accidently while in your pocket or purse.
You can tell what mode it is in by quickly pushing the button once. If it lights up, it’s ON, if not, it’s OFF (or is fully
discharged).
PREHEAT: The preheating function warms any thick oil before use. Once it is in ON mode, just tap the button twice for a
15 second preheat. The light will change colors and then flash off. You can interrupt this preheat cycle by simply pressing
the button once. Our oils do not require a preheat cycle to vape.
INHALATION: To vape your oil, just press and hold the button while drawing the vapor gently through the mouthpiece.
For a partial dose, you can take your finger off the button after 4-5 seconds, or for a full dose, keep holding it for the full 10
seconds. The battery has a 10 second timer limit and will flash once this is reached and will automatically stop heating
the coil. You can continue to draw for another second or two after you release the button in order to pull the last bit of
vapor from the cartridge.
There is no need to hold the vapor in your lungs for any extended time – you can exhale normally and you should feel the
calming effects of the cannabinoids and terpenes within a minute or so. You can safely take several doses in succession
if you feel you need more, but don’t push it too hard until you know how your body will respond. Your goal should always
be to find the minimum effective dose of CBD for your condition.
TEMPERATURE SETTINGS: Your vaporizer battery also has a variable voltage feature. While the battery is in ON mode,
you can change the voltage by rapidly clicking the button 3 times to cycle through the 3 different heat settings. We
recommend using either the medium (blue) or high (red) setting for optimal flavor and effect. We do NOT recommend that
you use the low setting (white) because it may be too low to vaporize the oil. We also recommend turning off the battery
whenever you put it into your purse or pocket to avoid accidental warming of the ceramic coil in the cartridge.
CHARGING: The battery charge will last for many vaping sessions. To charge your battery, just plug the provided USB
cable into the bottom of the battery and connect the other end to any powered USB charging port with the USB symbol
facing up. The light on the bottom of the charger will turn red to indicate it is charging and then go out when the battery is
fully charged. If you do not see a red light when you plug it in, flip charger cable over and plug it into your USB port in the
other way. Charging can take an our or two if fully discharged, but you should not leave it on the charger for longer than 3
hours, and never leave it unattended. These products are very safe, but you should never leave this or any lithium battery
on its charger while sleeping or when you are away from home.
REORDERING: When your cartridge is empty, simply unscrew it and throw it away, but keep your battery and charger as
you can order a refill! Simply go to our website and order a new cartridge (or two) and save!
FUNCTION OVERVIEW:
• 5 rapid clicks of the button cycles the battery on or off.
• 2 rapid clicks starts 15 second preheat cycle that runs for 15 seconds to warm up the thick oil. During the preheat
cycle the LED ring around the button will change colors. Press again to interrupt cycle.
• 3 rapid clicks cycles voltage from White – Low (2.7V), to Blue – Medium, (3.1V) to Red – High (3.6V).
• *Press and hold button for use. The battery has a built in timer of 10 seconds to prevent overheating.

By using our vaporizer products, you agree to our Terms and Conditions and Safety Warnings
which are listed on our website at http://greenflowerbotanicals.com

